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Abstract 

Depression, bipolar disorder, or personality disorder Personality changes due to mental illness such as disorders may occur. 

Body like urinary tract infections it can also be caused by diseases. Basically, psychology helps people a lot, because 

people explain why they do what they do can with this kind of professional insight, a Psychologists stress their decision-

making in people to help improve management and behavior can Alternative: Role ambiguities, role conflict, job 

satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety.  Evaluation Preference: Role ambiguity, role conflict, job satisfaction, faces 

satisfaction and anxiety. From the result it is seen that Facet satisfaction and is got the first rank whereas is the Job 

satisfaction got is having the lowest rank. The value of the dataset for Range of Psychological Behavior Prediction in 

DEMATEL Method shows that it results in Facet satisfaction and top ranking. 

Keywords: human factors perspective, Construct Position Theory, national self-interest, MOORA method. 

 

I. Introduction 

Psychologists understand what happens and why once understood, it's when, why and how again we can make predictions 

about what might happen. Successfully predicting behavior, our actions whether we understand the underlying causes one of 

the best ways to know. Psychologists derived from previous studies Using knowledge, why, when and how Behaviors 

observed can be predicted to occur in the future. Psychologists can predict behavior patterns. "The best predictor of future 

behavior is past behavior", Albert Ellis, Walter Michael and BF Skinner Psychologists such as Mark Twain All due to writers. 

This concept the first to delve deeper was the American Psychologist Paul Meal.  Psychology doesn't predict things well. 

Maybe your past predicts your future, but it doesn't. For example, people often believe that adult love affects how well we do 

in relationships. Here it is in scale, with a comparison. The goal of scientific psychology is human Understanding behavior. 

Historically it has been about explaining behavior—that is, accurately describing its causal underpinnings—and predicting 

behavior—that is, accurately predicting previously unobserved behaviors. Case studies, surveys, naturalistic observation and 

Laboratory observations are research methods Illustrative or relevant examples. This Using methods, researchers are different 

Be able to describe events, experiences or behaviors and search for correlations between them. In many cases, your 

psychological tests are different; there will be a mix of question types. 

 

II. Psychological Behavior Prediction 

Construct Position Theory (CLT), combines distance and abstraction the latest framework is the primary, essential 

characteristics or whether secondary, peripheral properties are used Psychological distance is an important determinant of 

whether says based on evaluation. [1] Negative attitudes and emotions that Meeting, greeting, self-expression and physical 

contact during simple interactions including subjects and a human Figure robot engages. are measured by two psychological 

scales we developed.[2] A nationally representative survey of Canadian adults Engage in regular, vigorous physical activity 

Various socio-psychological variables associated with intentions provided data on With the doctrine of fair action The 

predictive ability of the relevant variables was plotted Compared with the theory of behavior. [3] The potential role of 

psychosocial factors in RA patients' pain behavior has not been fully explored. Depression and anxiety have been suggested to 

be important psychosocial factors contributing to RA pain and functional disability. [4] Psychological tests provide a rationale 

for predicting overt behavior based on the strength of the need, the degree of awareness of that need, and the extent to which 

the situation allows che need to be expressed. [5] Conclusions guided by considerations were not in any way affected by 

knowledge of the variables' associations with psychological health, as this measure was calculated later. [6] Attention is drawn 

to the discontinuous and unique characteristics of adolescence in shaping psychological health in adulthood. [7] Whereas rigid 

practice Guidelines mechanize and standardize behavior Attempts, the human factors perspective is individual Acknowledges 

differences and psychological pressures and focuses on influencing factors. [8] To More of the psychological gaps between 

the categories To achieve parity, intervals were numbered 1–9, That is 1 represented a ―very unfavorable‖ outcome and 9, a 

―very favorable‖ outcome. [9] Also Psychology as a longitudinal predictor of IPA satisfaction Explored, psychology by both 

husband and wife IPA Affected marriage in the first year of marriage predicted a decline in satisfaction, but only in the second 

year Not. [10] Neuropsychological disorders such as attention deficit disorder Disabilities are more frequent among young 

people occur, and teacher-rated intensity we have added the issues in parallel. [11] Psychology of mastectomy and breast 
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conservation therapy several studies report on the impact. That is mastitis Most studies show that is associated with poor 

choice-sex adjustment and body image, [12] That is practical, quantitative and theoretical Limits are offset by value "good" 

psychological theory in improving interventions. [13] Refers to the Physical and psychological impairments after the accident 

overall size; interestingly, it is symptomatic Loads independently of level. [14] Risk can Based on social, psychological or 

other factors to be identified. Risk identification is accurate Such interventions may be desirable when there are, Benefits of 

offering the program to those at risk The potential harm outweighs the potential harm, and the costs would be reasonable. [15] 

Psychological well-being by two criteria Measured: Anxiety and depression, primarily Materials adapted from respondents 

Based on, how much they work Often physical and psychological responses to indicate on a five-point scale what they 

experienced was asked. [16] It is insufficient Psychological and emotional problems faced or To define the nature of 

adjustment requests expatriates, and as a descriptive concept it becomes automatic and limits the more fruitful investigation of 

variables that predict adaptation during transition. [17] Conditions that support an individual's ability to experience three basic 

needs And related are the three psychology of an individual To develop conditions that prevent the experience of needs is 

assumed. Non-self-determined motivation Forms [18] Programmatic incomprehensibility, as well as external criteria for 

evaluating psychological theories, is the prediction and control of behavior. [19] In literature, quasi-psychological speculations 

on "reality," "authority," "morality," and "national self-interest" [20] The finding that unaggregated data is a measure Unique 

events in real life, mostly With low temporal and cross-context stability, A serious question about psychological testing wakes 

up commonly conducted. [21] Positive processes In addition to achieving the most important intermediate work goal 

Associated with less psychological distress and increased Associated with well-being. [22] Changes in one belief do not lead 

to changes in behavior but changes in multiple beliefs do. This issue would be suggested by a set of beliefs that were 

uniformly small in psychological relevance. [23] Cars are objectively almost perfect substitutes; their Prices, models and other 

features are almost the same such as however, a product represents different psychological images to the public and buyers. 

[26] Motor vehicle use and the psychology of the elderly, between psychological and attitudinal traits to examine the 

relationship commuters. [27] Psychological needs theories are one such study provide a possible way; Psychological needs/ 

Demand theories are motivating in the field of fitness processes, behavioral engagement and cognition and Useful in 

predicting emotional responses will be [28]. 

 

III. DEMETAL 

Propose a framework for analyzing internal restrictions for Chinese automakers industry using gray DEMATEL tool. The 

assumption of the DEMATEL method is that it creates a direct and indirect influence matrix by linear transformation. 

Compared to DEMATEL, FDM is a flexible gateway function It is very suitable for real world environment. In this paper, 

FDM uses mathematical evidence to show that it is a generalization method Then, the vague judgments of the experts can be 

changed to if ns. Besides, the opinions of experts should be coordinated for panel decision making. Since the expression 

pattern of the paddle and the bow are identical, the intuition is of obscure numbers Introduced concepts and arithmetic 

functions, in short, if ns .There is still a lack of level support to understand Key factors. Next, make an impact on service 

innovations in manufacturing companies this paper uses the vague DEMATEL method for analyzing the structured scale of 

factors. In fact, in second section, it affects the layout of the first of the obscure DEMATAL system the step was completed 

with the aim of identifying problems and factors. Through a literary study and organizational research, this study summarizes 

the factors that influence product service innovations companies. Factors influencing service innovation in manufacturing 

companies in general are interrelated and mutually influential. And to distinguish these factors from cause for these study 

managers other factors help to determine which factors are triggering. Managers can easily achieve service innovations by 

focusing on the most important impact factors. The advantages of using DEMATEL and anp methods are well explained, 

DEMATEL is the cause-effect a great way to analyze relationships and may have criteria put forward and consider the 

corresponding configuration model. However, DEMETAL is unique the weight of the criteria cannot be determined, where it 

comes from to hand. Assessment criteria in different and complex cases, Anp in calculating criterion priorities and their 

relationships Can provide benefits. Both methods are complex Provide support in dealing with issues, this is because dams can 

have better insights into the problems that to be resolved, and the interactions between the clusters of related factors May 

contain. [4] The original DEMATEL aimed to search Fragment of the World Communities for Integrated Solutions 

Fragmented and hostile events. In recent years, the DEMATEL method Because it is very popular in Japan of the structure of 

complex causal relationships Visualization is practical.[5] The DEMATEL method is used in many applications Successfully. 

There are also some extensions of DEMATEL a recently developed method to increase it skills. The classical or smooth 

DEMATEL is very useful for revealing cause and effect relationships and may have some difficulty in prioritizing factors that 

describe uncertainty.[6] The DEMATEL method correlates the parameters Outcomes can be resolved effectively and conflicts 

between criteria exist It applies to situations; Hence, the criteria here Determining the weight is an accurate choice, while at 

the same time approximate A set can be analyzed effectively. [7] Analysis of Best subcontractor in literature To select criteria 

and methods are discussed, and DEMATEL to evaluate it method is proposed to be used. Nature of the relationships between 

various factors in the selection of subcontractors. [8] Limit to individual Blogs to prevent ambiguity in findings. Bloggers 

believe that blog design is important it explores key design factors. On the one hand this Evaluation criterion Web page design 

refers to; On the other hand It uses DEMATEL. Analyzing blog design is the first step [9] A Shapley weighting vector can 

reflect correlations in combinations Expert packages. For coastal erosion factors to express the cause-effect relationship 

between, SSVNA proposed with DEMATEL method of operator the algorithm used in [10]. 
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TABLE 1. Psychological Behavior Prediction 

 

Role 

ambiguity 

Role 

conflict 

Job 

satisfaction 

 Facet 

satisfaction Anxiety Sum 

Role ambiguity 0 7 5 8 4 24 

Role conflict 9 0 5 3 6 23 

Job satisfaction 5 8 0 4 9 26 

 Facet satisfaction 7 5 8 0 9 29 

Anxiety 6 4 9 3 0 22 

 

Table 1 show that DEMATEL Decision Alternative: Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and 

anxiety.  Evaluation Preference: Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. Role 

ambiguity it is seen that Facet satisfaction is showing the highest value for Anxiety the lowest value. Role conflict it is seen 

that Role ambiguity is showing the highest value for Facet satisfaction the lowest value. Job satisfaction it is seen that Anxiety 

is showing the highest value for Facet satisfaction is showing the lowest value. Facet satisfaction it is seen that Anxiety is 

showing the highest value for Role conflict for lowest value. Anxiety it is seen that Job satisfaction is showing the highest 

value for Facet satisfaction for lowest value.  

 
FIGURE 1. Psychological Behavior Prediction 

 

Table 1 show that DEMATEL Decision Alternative: Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and 

anxiety.  Evaluation Preference: Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. 

 
 TABLE 2. Normalisation of direct relation matrix 

Normalisation of  direct relation matrix 

 

Role 

ambiguity Role conflict 

Job 

satisfaction 

 Facet 

satisfaction Anxiety 

Role ambiguity 0 0.636363636 0.45454545 0.727272727 0.363636364 

Role conflict 0.818181818 0 0.45454545 0.272727273 0.545454545 

Job satisfaction 0.454545455 0.727272727 0 0.363636364 0.818181818 

 Facet 

satisfaction 0.636363636 0.454545455 0.72727273 0 0.818181818 

Anxiety 0.545454545 0.363636364 0.81818182 0.272727273 0 

 

Table 2 shows that the Normalizing of direct relation matrix in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face 

satisfaction and anxiety.  Of all the data set is zero. 
 

TABLE 3.Calculate the total relation matrix 
Calculate the total relation matrix 

 

Role ambiguity Role conflict 

Job 

satisfaction 

 Facet 

satisfaction Anxiety 

Role ambiguity 0 0.636364 0.454545455 0.727272727 0.363636364 

Role conflict 0.818181818 0 0.454545455 0.272727273 0.545454545 

Job satisfaction 0.454545455 0.727273 0 0.363636364 0.818181818 

 Facet satisfaction 0.636363636 0.454545 0.727272727 0 0.818181818 

Anxiety 0.545454545 0.363636 0.818181818 0.272727273 0 

Table 3 shows that the Calculate the total relation matrix in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face 

satisfaction and anxiety. The diagonal value of all the data set is zero. 
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 TABLE 4. I 

I 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 

 

Table 4 Shows the T= Y(I-Y)-1, I= Identity matrix in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and 

anxiety.  Is the common Value. 
TABLE 5. Y 

Y 

0 0.63636364 0.45454545 0.727273 0.363636 

0.818181818 0 0.45454545 0.272727 0.545455 

0.454545455 0.72727273 0 0.363636 0.818182 

0.636363636 0.45454545 0.72727273 0 0.818182 

0.545454545 0.36363636 0.81818182 0.272727 0 

 

Table 5 Shows the Y Value in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. Is the 

Calculate the total relation matrix Value and Y Value is the same value. 

 
TABLE 6. I-Y 

I-Y 

1 -0.63636 -0.45455 -0.72727 -0.36364 

-0.81818 1 -0.45455 -0.27273 -0.54545 

-0.45455 -0.72727 1 -0.36364 -0.81818 

-0.63636 -0.45455 -0.72727 1 -0.81818 

-0.54545 -0.36364 -0.81818 -0.27273 1 

 

Table 6 Shows the I-Y Value Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. Table 4 T= Y 

(I-Y)-1, I= Identity matrix and table 5 Y Value Subtraction Value. 

 
TABLE 7. (I-Y)-1 

(I-Y)-1 

0.321786 -0.26696 -0.38287 -0.09171 -0.4169 

-0.17774 0.394935 -0.35517 -0.24308 -0.33869 

-0.3726 -0.23507 0.308854 -0.29063 -0.2488 

-0.3935 -0.41233 -0.32213 0.401585 -0.303 

-0.30129 -0.30679 -0.17315 -0.26668 0.363242 

 

Table 7 shows the (I-Y)-1 Value Make the Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. 

Table 6 shown the Minverse Value. 
TABLE 8. Total Relation matrix (T) 

Total Relation matrix (T) 

-0.67821 -0.26696 -0.38287 -0.09170694 -0.4169 

-0.17774 -0.60506 -0.35517 -0.243079451 -0.33869 

-0.3726 -0.23507 -0.69115 -0.290634061 -0.2488 

-0.3935 -0.41233 -0.32213 -0.598414846 -0.303 

-0.30129 -0.30679 -0.17315 -0.266682776 -0.63676 

 

Table 8 shows that the total relation matrix the direct relation matrix is multiplied with the inverse of the value that the direct 

relation matrix is subtracted from the identity matrix. 

 
TABLE 9. Ri & Ci 

 

Ri Ci 

Role ambiguity -1.83665 -1.92334 

Role conflict -1.71975 -1.82621 

Job satisfaction -1.83825 -1.92447 

 Facet satisfaction -2.02938 -1.49052 

Anxiety -1.68466 -1.94414 

Table 9 shows the Ri, Ci Value in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. RI is the 

highest value -2.02938 lowest values -1.68466. Ci is the highest value -1.94414 lowest values -1.49052. 
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FIGURE 2. Ri, Ci 

 

Figure 2 shows the Ri, Ci Value in Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Work Satisfaction, face satisfaction and anxiety. RI is the 

highest value -2.02938 lowest values -1.68466. Ci is the highest value -1.94414 lowest values -1.49052. 

 
TABLE 10. RI+Ci & Ri-Ci & Rank &Identity 

Ri+Ci Ri-Ci Rank Identity 

-3.75999 0.086691 4 cause 

-3.54596 0.106466 2 cause 

-3.76272 0.086227 5 cause 

-3.5199 -0.53887 1 effect 

-3.6288 0.259482 3 cause 

 

Table 10 shows the Calculation of Ri+Ci and Ri-Ci to Get the Cause and Effect. the final result of this paper the Facet 

satisfaction is in 1st rank effect , Role conflict is in 2
nd

  rank cause, Anxiety is in 3
rd

  rank cause, Role ambiguity is in 4
th

  rank 

cause, Job satisfaction is in 5
th

    rank cause. The final result is done by using the DEMATEL method.  

 

FIGURE 3. Rank 

Figure 3 shows the final result of this paper the Facet satisfaction is in 1st rank effect, Role conflict is in 2
nd

 rank cause, 

Anxiety is in 3
rd

 rank cause, Role ambiguity is in 4
th

 rank cause, and Job satisfaction is in 5th rank cause.  The final result is 

done by using the DEMATEL method.  
TABLE 11. T matrix 

T matrix 

-0.67821 -0.26696 -0.38287 -0.09171 -0.4169 

-0.17774 -0.60506 -0.35517 -0.24308 -0.33869 

-0.3726 -0.23507 -0.69115 -0.29063 -0.2488 

-0.3935 -0.41233 -0.32213 -0.59841 -0.303 

-0.30129 -0.30679 -0.17315 -0.26668 -0.63676 

 

Table 11 shows the T Matrix Value calculate the average of the matrix and its threshold value (alpha) = Alpha -

0.36434757394162 If the T Matrix value is greater than threshold value then bold it. 
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IV. Conclusion 

Through a literary study and organizational research, this study summarizes the factors that influence product service 

innovations companies. Factors influencing service innovation in manufacturing companies in general are interrelated and 

mutually influential. And to distinguish these factors from cause for these study managers other factors help to determine 

which factors are triggering. Managers can easily achieve service innovations by focusing on the most important impact 

factors. The advantages of using DEMATEL and anp methods are well explained, DEMATEL is the cause-effect a great way 

to analyze relationships and may have criteria put forward and consider the corresponding configuration model. However, 

DEMETAL is unique the weight of the criteria cannot be determined, where it comes from to hand. Conclusions guided by 

considerations were not in any way affected by knowledge of the variables' associations with psychological health, as this 

measure was calculated later. Attention is drawn to the discontinuous and unique characteristics of adolescence in shaping 

psychological health in adulthood. Whereas rigid practice Guidelines mechanize and standardize behavior Attempts, the 

human factors perspective is individual Acknowledges differences and psychological pressures and focuses on influencing 

factors. Behavior. From the result it is seen that Facet satisfaction and is got the first rank whereas is the Job satisfaction got is 

having the lowest rank. 
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